Student Body Congress draws fire

Gassman: Purpose was communication

Members: Congress a joke

by Maureen Flynn
Campus Editor

Members of the Student Body Congress commented yesterday on the student organization's effectiveness in light of recent censure. Proposed Student Body President Mike Gassman said that criticism leveled at his handling of the body is based on a misconception of the Congress's purpose.

"Tom (O'Neill) said that he never meant to be a legislative body," Gassman said. "The idea was to bridge the communication gap, to allow all the students to know what was going on."

According to Gassman's original proposal of Feb., 1976, the congress was to be composed of representatives from the Hall Presidents' Council, Student Life Council, Student Union, and Student Government. It was later expanded to include class and Hall Judicial Board members.

The Congress was to meet once at the beginning of the year to allow each group to present its plans and goals. A second meeting was to be held at the end of the year to evaluate and reassess goals. According to Gassman's purpose, the body was to increase student input into student government and prevent duplication of effort.

"Congress is informational," said Student Union Director Ken Ricci. "It's a potential for hall presidents to find the meetings less productive."

HPC Chairman J.P. Russell admitted, "They got a continuous update, week to week on the concerns of student government.

"I don't think the people got as much out of it," Ryan said, "but it helped the people who are working on the concerns of student government.

"I don't think the meeting served any purpose," said Thompson. "It was just a lot of what we heard at the HPC meeting the night before."

Denies Financial Problems

Ricci said that the Student Union is not being audited because of financial problems.

"We're in the black," Ricci declared. "There is a lot of cash flowing in and out of Student Union, but we still have $15,000 left to spend."

Ricci asserted that Student Union is now reorganized so that it can never be in financial trouble again. "Financially, we'll always do well," Ricci stated. "If we do bad financially, then operations are cut back," he explained.

"And as far as operations go, we had a great first semester. We overspent this past January but that was to increase Naz operations. February will be O.K. and the rest of the semester looks good," Ricci remarked.

Concerts will bring in some additional money for the organization this semester. Student Union opted to leave its four concert dates outside promotional agencies this semester at four percent each concert, instead of handling the promotion of the concerts itself.

"This way, we've eliminated the risk factor. And we should be clearing about $2,000 per concert," said Ricci.

"The main purpose of the congress is informational," agreed Student Union Director Ken Ricci. "Sometimes it hasn't realized its full potential, but when it has it's worked well."

Ricci said the Student Congress had "...just realized the lack of effective legislative body, but com- plains, 'It's limited to Student Government information. It should be broader. Information turns over so fast.'" Ricci added, "that it's necessary for the congress to meet more often.

Gassman noted that the first two meetings of the congress—one last April and one in September—were composed of reports by the different Student Government, Student Union and HPC groups. The agenda for the (Feb. 3) meeting, he said, was drawn up by him after consultation with Student leaders. The last item, he pointed out, was an open invitation for additional comments and suggestions.

"Congress suffers at its most apathy over the Congress and the meeting had to be rescheduled several times. It definitely can be improved. I have that many student leaders together, but it has to be worth their time," he added.

Thompson and Kane agreed that the basic idea of the Congress is good, but added that it needs improvement. "There is a potential for hall presidents to find the meetings less productive."

"There is some apathy over the Congress and the meeting had to be rescheduled several times. It definitely can be improved. I have that many student leaders together, but it has to be worth their time," he added. Thompson and Kane agreed that the basic idea of the Congress is good, but added that it needs improvement. "There is a potential for hall presidents to find the meetings less productive."

"There is some apathy over the Congress and the meeting had to be rescheduled several times. It definitely can be improved. I have that many student leaders together, but it has to be worth their time," he added. Thompson and Kane agreed that the basic idea of the Congress is good, but added that it needs improvement. "There is a potential for hall presidents to find the meetings less productive."

"I'm not criticizing the whole Student Government administration," O'Neill commented. "I just think he blew this part and that it's a very important part." I'm not trying to kick Mike in the head on this way out."

"It's hard to work with a large group and to issue response and to work with it," Gassman said. "It was up to my successes, and the others to do what they want with the Congress. Hopefully, he can generate some response back."

KEN RICCI
A comprehensive plan for the improvement of St. Mary's library facilities is at present being scrutinized by a committee composed of department heads, the college librarians and two students. According to St. Mary's President John M. Duggan, it is the committee's responsibility to make sure that the plan, designed last spring by Dr. David Kaser, a library consultant from Indiana University in Bloomington, conforms to St. Mary's needs. Included in the plan are proposals for expanded audio-visual facilities, larger staff working areas, and group study rooms with blackboards. Also, a rare book room would be built to house the college's valuable collection currently in storage at Regina Hall. Facilities for study cafes, bookshelves, copy machines on each floor and computer terminals are also included in the plan.

In addition, an after-hours study area, seating 40 to 50 people, would be built with access to the rest of the library, as well as to the outside for those who wish to study after the library closes. Smoking would be permitted and coin-operated machines for snacks and drinks are a possibility. According to librarian Sr. Ber­nice Hollen­dorfer, the reason for the proposal is that available space in the present library has been exhausted. "We are very crowded and we'd like to give the best possible service," she said. The overcrowding is due to the fact that the library was built when St. Mary's had only 450 students, as compared with its present enrollment of 1,700. Duggan, who called the library the college's "largest un-netted field," said that the decision on whether the new facility will take the form of an addition to the present library or of an entirely new building will be left to the architect.

He emphasized, however, that the college plans to complete construction of its new recreation facility before it starts any other projects, as St. Mary's wishes to avoid any large mortgages.

"My expectation is that a proposal will go to the Board of Trustees when they meet in May," he said, adding that the architect hopefully would be able to start drawing up a plan next fall.

The next step would then be to begin raising funds from alumni, parents and foundations.

Hollen­dorfer said that according to the subscribers who answer letters sent out last semester, many would study at St. Mary's if the library provided larger, more comfortable facilities.
The Student Union Board of Directors met Tuesday night in an effort to review the organization’s positions and consider its financial status. It was the first meeting of the semester and the first meeting of the school year for the board.

Members of the board are Student Union Director Ken Ricci, Director of Student Affairs Bro. John Resendez, Assistant Student Union Director Walt Ling, Student Union Comptroller Marianne Morigan, Student Body Pres. Mike Gassman, Student Body Vice-President Mike Casey, and Student Government Treasurer Eric Ryan. Leo Grandosi is Administrative Assistant to the board, while Ricci acts as chairman.

Ricci explained that the board of directors is a review board and a link between the Student Union and Student Government. Ricci also noted that the current administration is the first to effectively implement the concept.

The major topic of discussion at the meeting was the Student Union budget. According to Ricci, three scheduled concerts, movies and Social Commission events are expected to bring substantial revenue to the organization this semester. However, alterations in the original budget allocations have been necessary since some commissions have spent more than expected. A casually has been the Academic Commission which had its budget frozen on Tuesday night.

The Student Union now has approximately $11,000 left to spend with the舒服 amount already committed to next week’s Sophomore Literary Festival.

The directors also voted to sponsor an ad with Student Government for this year’s Bengal Bouts.

The Board passed the Hunger Coalition proposal, which now enables the group to present a five-minute film immediately before the scheduled Student Union movies this semester.

The board did not take action on a proposal that would unify authority over all movies related to the Student Union. At present, one person is responsible for negotiations with movie companies while another works with the clubs and organizations that sponsor movies. The proposal is aimed at eliminating the coordination problem, and compromise will be considered at the next meeting.

The board also discussed a proposal to reorganize Student Union related movies, giving the union the opportunity to schedule their own films first and club sponsored movies second. The board members decided against the idea, agreeing to consider any conflicts between the clubs and the union on an individual basis.

The board decided against the Volunteer Services answering proposal, which would have involved the Student Union in a door-to-door pickup of paper waste. The main reason cited for the defeat was the manpower needed to implement the project.

'We’re in a pretty good situation right now, we should have no problem meeting the budget,’ concluded Grandosi.

For more social space

by Martha Fanning
Production Editor

In order to provide more social space for the students, Campus Ministry has extended its hours in the new Badin Hall offices, making them available to students seeking a location to talk or study from 7:00 to midnight through each week.

Staffing the offices at night are six student volunteers: Joe Lownes, Bob Jones, Tom McDermott, Mike Goyan, Tony Oshem, and Dave Brady. The hours were extended last semester in early December as an experiment. Fr. Tom McNeele, a Campus Ministry staff member, explained that the idea provided an opportunity to test out the idea of a “poor man’s lounge.”

He described this idea as a "”When you call this the best person to minister to a fellow student.”

Abortion-born infants to receive medical care

by Dave Beno

Bro. Joe McTaggert commented, "We’re anxious to get the maximum use out of the facilities in Badin. If the offices can serve students nights as well as days, we are all for it!"

The offices are also available for small group meetings. McTaggert said that meetings could be arranged by contacting McTaggert.
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Legal Aid representative Mark Arruda spoke to the Hall Presidents Council on January 17 about a proposed legal assistance plan. Arruda explained that the current legal structure is inadequate in two basic ways: The hours during which we have right now are most students are not eligible and that we are running into cases with the fees we do get.

Indiana law requires that legal services of this type have a supervisory attorney and aid only students who qualify as "indigent." Because the legal qualifications for "indigency" include a maximum annual income of $31,000, most Notre Dame students are ineligible for legal aid. The lack of a supervisory attorney because of inadequate funds severely limits the amount of help the Legal Aid Service can provide for eligible students.

"What I'm proposing," said Arruda, "is that the University of Notre Dame consider a prepaid legal services plan." The plan, according to Arruda, would work on the same basic principle as the health insurance. Every student would pay one dollar each semester along with his or her tuition. This fee would not only allow the Legal Aid service to hire a supervisory lawyer, but it would make each student eligible to receive legal assistance. Arruda commented that while 85 students used legal services in the first semester, most students are not aware of the existence of Legal Aid or its services. He also asked the hall presidents to present the idea to the residents of their halls for comment.

ELO Concert announced

Student Union Administration Coordinator Mary Church announced that the performance of Electric Light Orchestra will be on Friday, March 25 and not on March 26, as previously announced. She also stated that promoters of the concert will not allow block tickets to be sold.

Student Union Special Projects Coordinator Charlie Moran reported that the over 170 students who have been involved in the Free University and that the teachers report a 65 to 70 percent attendance figure. He also stated that implementing improved registration methods could increase attendance to 90 or 95 percent by eliminating confusion about class times and places.

Morgan also spoke to the council about his proposal to convert the red barn on the Northeast campus to the D-4 parking lot to a social building for minors. Morgan estimated the cost of the conversion to be between $5,000 and $6,000 adding that the estimate included the cost of the installation of proper lighting in the area.

As Hall President Co-Chairman Dave Young asked that each men's hall provide an entry in this year's Mr. Campus contest. Young also announced plans to shorten and "clean up" this year's competition. The talent portion of the program will be shortened to a 5-minute performance by each contestant and the bathing suit competition will be modified if not eliminated. The scoring system has been simplified and the group of judges has been expanded to include representatives from the women's dorms : ND and SMC.

Kleen takes Rockne

Kleen has been selected by the Hall Presidents Council (HPC) as the winner of the Rockne Trophy for the months of December and January.

The HPC cited Kleen Hall's activities as "varied and innovative in nature." Among Kleen's activities of December and January were the tubing party at Bendix, the "Fantasy of Lights" at King, the executive section meeting and the section dinners and breakfasts. The HPC also noted other halls which put on activities for December but it would make each student eligible to receive legal assistance.

Mark Arruda, at Tuesday's HPC meeting.

by Dave Rombach

HPC reviews Legal Aid, Mr. Campus, Rockne Trophy
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Candy is dandy, but...
The Observer will sell Valentine's Day personalis in both dining halls during lunch and dinner on this Friday and Saturday, and a brush on Sunday. Rates are ten words for one dollar. Please bring cash and exact change, if possible. Valen- tine's Day personalis may also be pur- chased at the Observer office, third floor LaFortune, until 1:30 p.m. Sunday. For poems the personalis are in today's paper.

Hours extension indicated by questionnaires
by Judy Csabana

Preliminary results of a question­naire distributed to St. Mary's students support an extension of visitation hours. According to Diane Smits, chairperson of the committee investigating pareitals.

The student poll followed ques­ tionnaires which were sent to students. This Sunday is the last day we will receive their questionnaires late.

"I'm proposing," said Smits. "The student body has expressed dissatisfaction with the current situation. The questionnaires indicated by Judy Csabana.
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Short Fiction

Dane” (February 1, 1977). I feel that I must write and charge the validity of the article’s contents. It would be a crime to use any article as the basis for confirming their beliefs about the social environment of Notre Dame.

I suppose the best place to begin is the foundation of the article—the sample used in compiling the data. The data have not yet been reviewed by “ETHOS.” I question the validity of sampling methods. I would estimate the total universe of over 6,000. I also am aware of the method to which any of those 100 persons. Were the questionnaires spread over and entire sample? Certainly all dorms should be represented as does have an effect on a person’s perspective of campus life.

The author’s state they “feel the sample is representative of the different cultural levels” and that they questionnaires were given to “an even number of males and females.” If the universe in sampling is not evenly divided between males and females (and we know it is not), why was the sample based through such a split? This certainly is not representative.

One move on to other arguments let’s assume (and I believe this assumption) that the sample size is adequate and the sampling technique is valid. Statistics with statistical analysis of any the most important facts are found in the statistics which are not given or analyzed before. However, the authors point out that 82 percent of the surveyed students are not satisfied with “ETHOS.” However, that means that 18 percent or 1 out of 5 is not satisfied with the situation. Also I would ask, how does this 15 percent breakdown between male and female? If most of this group are female, the male-female ratio is further effected.

Another element of this article which concerns me is method of attaching the compiled data to the article. Unsubstantiated assumptions run rampant! For example, some of the authors report that people on the whole wanted a more conservative and less liberal form of dating would incorporate, then surely they would want to live the lives the “true” values they were taught and study the courses we were encouraged to take.

I have just received my copy of The Observer in the mail and hope that their sociology instructor did likewise.

Dane

O'Neill Insults Millions

Dear Editor:

Unfortunately Tim O’Reilly committed a common error among Western peoples in his article “Budapest Night,” in Friday’s issue of the Observer. He is otherwise commendable about “Magyar” being erroneously referred to Hungarians as “Magyar” instead of “Hungarian.” I believe the Hungarians, though sometimes dwelling in a sea of Slavs, are not of the same origin. Hungarians, or Magyars as they are often called, migrated to East Europe from Asia in the 9th and 10th centuries. Their current permanent wedge between the North and South Slavs, who had occupied the region several centuries earlier, thus accounting for their presently awkward location. From the Middle Ages until 1918 many wars and secessions occurred. Serb peasants bore the heavy-armed oppression of the Magyar magistrates (large landowners). A venomous animosity between these peoples developed and carried over to the present day. Calling someone of Hungarian origin may be taken as an insult if he is a Magyar chauvinist, or vice versa. Gypsy violins and accordions might have excited hot Slavic blood, but not in jovial manner cited in the article.

Michael “Don” Kopanie Slovak nationalist

Letters to the Editor

Two observations I would like to make: 1. You are not doing a very good job as an editor. The article is full of errors and inaccuracies. 2. You are not taking the time to do your homework. You are not fact-checking. Your article is not accurate. I feel that the article is not correct and that the information presented is not accurate.
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For we have been given a world to live in—make a world, a map where all things are linked together

William Goyen

Throughout the many social and personal concerns demonstrated in his poetry, David Ignatow has sought a penetrative note of sincerity with grace and clarity. Ignatow began his career as a free lance writer and editor at the New York School for Social Research. He then taught at various universities, among them, University of Kentucky and Kansas Vassar College. Ignatow was named post-in-residence at York College of City University of New York and has won many other awards, including the National Institute of Arts and Humanities Award in 1964. In his writing and teaching he has explored the realm of poetic method.

"I feel along the edges of life for a way that will lead to open land."

Ignatow began his pursuit of "the open land" with a concern for the ways of urban existence in The Gentle Weight Lifter published in 1955. The nightingale, urban life and the anguish of city-dwellers are influences which remain central to Ignatow's later works. Next, Ignatow moved to a surreal representation of social concerns combined with a growing interest in personal issues. In Say Pardon, Figures of the Human and Beware the Dead Ignatow turned to personal, emotional experiences as the source for his poetry:

"To me, the act of writing is gesture of expression, continually in the thought of gaining control over my materials and over the world I feel possesses me more to return to the balance and poise I can carry in my mind; things I had hoped in that moment has released me from the pressure, to my satisfaction..."

Currently editor-at-large for The American Book Review, Professor at Columbia University, Ignatow has taught at City College of New York and City University of New York. He has been awarded the many novels and short stories which attempt to control man. In Goyen creates the atmosphere of a world forgotten, a lifestyle left behind. The House of Breath is a psalm which praises with tender emotion, the lingering joys at home:

"In you, Charity, three stands now, as it the globe. World of my memory there glimmers the frosty image of it, blown by all these breaths, the fallen and splendid house, sitting on the rising piece of land of which all which live and lost it have gone, being dispellosed of it; by death, by wandering, by turning away..."

In his other novels, The Fale Sister, The Faces of Blood Kindred and In a Farther Country, Goyen presents characters branded in the memories of his youth. His collection of reflections with the thought of gaining control over my materials and over the world I feel possesses me more to return to the balance and poise I can carry in my mind; things I had hoped in that moment has released me from the pressure, to my satisfaction..."

"And to find out what we are, we must enter back into the ideas and dreams of worlds that lose and dreamt and there find, waiting within worn mouths, the speech that is yours...Far that all in too years to be found again, remake and given back through the finder to itself speech found for what is not spoken".

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17

3:30 PM STEVE KATZ LIBRARY AUDITORIUM

"There is only one thing a writer can write about: what is in front of his senses at the moment of writing...I am an recording instrument...I do not presume to impose "story" "plot" "continuity...I am not an entertainer..."

The activities and writings of William Burroughs traced through his colorful past become the chronicle of the spokesman for the "beat generation" of the late 50's and the 60's. Burroughs has been sighted by many contemporary writers, among them Tennessee Williams, Allen Ginsberg and Norman Mailer, as the one artist who has most effectively the avant-garde movement in contemporary literary thought. In his own mind, Burroughs' books show:

"How-to extend levels of experience by opening the door at the end of the long hallway...Doers that only open in Silence..."

Burroughs' first novel, Junkie, traces his experiences through a 15 year period of narcotics addiction. Curved in 1957, Burroughs recalls through fragmentation as theirier the nightmarish quality of thought and idea which befell the junkie. More than merely a record of events, Junkie and his other novels Naked Lunch, The Ticket That Exploded and Nova Express develop the defensive need of man's inherent vulnerability. Burroughs' complex blend of humor, heartache and police and language to portray the power of forces which attempt to control man. In Burroughs' mind, man is not responsible for his actions once these forces gains control over him.

Burroughs' novels are slapstick comedies about the human condition, the carnival-like quality of the world of the addicted, and ultimately, the world of contemporary man. His other novels, The Wild Boys, Minnies to Go, and The Soft Machine demonstrate these same themes.

A graduate of Harvard and the University of Vienna in medical studies, Burroughs has taught at City College of New York and New World University in Switzerland. In the fall of 1977 he travelled extensively in Europe, South America and Northern Africa, and has published a manuscript entitled Cities of the Red Night.

FRIDAY, February 18

8:00 pm MICHAEL BENEDIKT LIBRARY AUDITORIUM

"For one minute I do not presume to be recorded over him...
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Tom Waits
who sings of waitresses, strippers, and old cars, of dawn and outs who are into muscatel and gin, and of late nights and smoky barrooms is back with

"Small Change"
his fourth album on Asylum Records.
Waits' music is a lesson in reality with its bluesy, jazzy and cool presentation of pain, poverty and perversion.

"Small Change," a small price to pay for a contemporary talent.

Tom Waits' new album, "Small Change," on Asylum Records and Tapes.
Produced by Bone Howe for Mr. Bones Publications Inc.
**Higgins to join pilot roster**

by Katie Flynn

Staff Reporter

Air Force officers told Lt. Mary Higgins that her application for pilot training would be kicked out of the computer, but she insisted that she wanted to try. Higgins is one of the first six women candidates for Navigation School in the history of the Air Force.

Reapplying to questions from Capt. Francis of Notre Dame Air Force ROTC yesterday in Hagar Auditorium, Lt. Higgins told a full house of Air Force ROTC students, “I think women should have been in the cockpit a long time ago. Flying doesn’t seem unusual to me.”

Higgins, who majored in chemistry at Xavier College in Chicago, joined ROTC at Illinois Institute of Technology for two years and is presently stationed at Grissom Air Force Base as an air traffic controller. Higgins is one of the six women selected from 43 candidates who will enter Navigation School at Master Bader in Sacramento this March.

Higgins said she feels relaxed about the upcoming nine months in Navigation School, although, as she mentioned, “it has one of the highest wash-out rates in the Air Force.”

“I feel that I’m relatively adaptable to stress and ready to perform under pressure this March, whether it’s from the media or the Air Force,” she assured.

Higgins said that she initially applied for pilot training but was not accepted because of an eyesight handicap. She says she has decided to apply for a second full pilot school in the future and hopes to be able to take advantage of reverse discrimination to secure a candidacy.

When asked about the combat restriction on women, Higgins replied, “My becoming a navigator isn’t justified—it’s illegal, but I anticipate a law change very soon. Some day I may be in a combat situation.”

Higgins cited social demands and pressure from Congress as influences in the Air Force’s decision to allow women in Navigation School. At present ten women have already completed UPT (Undergraduate Pilot Training), Higgins said.

**NYC offers fulltime internships**

by Mike Moses

Staff Reporter

New York City is offering full-time internships in the city’s government offices for the 1977-78 academic year.

The Urban Fellows program is open to under-graduates entering their senior year and to graduate students. Out of 40 semi-finalists, who will be invited to New York City for interviews with all expenses paid, 20 college students will be selected to serve as Urban Fellows, beginning September, 1977.

Each Fellow will be assigned to work on various projects in the mayoral administrative problem-solving, research, policy planning, and related management areas. The Urban Fellows, reporting directly to mayoral officials, including heads of agencies, will work in such fields as planning, criminal justice, service delivery, economic and financial administration and budgeting.

Urban Fellows will also take part, one day a week, in a program designed to provide them with a detailed picture of New York City: its people, its government and the work in such fields as planning, criminal justice, service delivery, economic and financial administration and budgeting.
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Chemistry courses offered during summer session

Courses in organic and environmental chemistry will be offered during the 1977 summer session of the College of Science at Notre Dame.

Open to students and teachers who have completed one year of college chemistry, laboratory included, the organic chemistry class is taught by Dr. James P. Danehy, and will cover two semesters.

The environmental chemistry course, beginning June 20 and ending July 8, is a three-week offering for high school and college teachers of general chemistry.

Newcombe speech slated

Former Dodger pitcher Don Newcombe will speak during an open house program at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the auditorium of the Memorial Library. The program is sponsored by the Alumnae Council and is open to the public.

Newcombe is a member of the advisory board for the National Council on Alcoholism, director of community relations for the Dodger Cooperation and director of youth programs for the National Alliance of Businessmen.

Join Father Bruce-a Paulist Father...

Father Bruce doesn't let his idealism go to waste—nor his love of God remain abstract. He's a doer—not just a dreamer. A man on the move—from his Paulist parish in downtown Manhattan over to The Julliard School of Music to talk to the students, across to Roosevelt Hospital to console the sick, down to the Tombs to visit the imprisoned. You'll see him running with his guitar to meet his youth group, economic class, or living environment.

Father Bruce joined the Paulists because he saw in them a unique chance to use all his talents in a free and creative way. But he did not want to work alone. He wanted a community; a fellowship of Catholic priests all committed to speaking the Gospel message in the many different idioms and in the many different ways it takes to transform our society.

Coins are needed to buy a cigarette machine where else on campus, the price is 50 cents. (Photo by Debbie Kuhl.)

Chapel Choir cuts record

The Notre Dame chapel choir has cut its first record, "Song of Sunday," giving the general public its initial opportunity to hear the Notre Dame Mass and the Notre Dame Vespers.

The mixed choir ensemble of some 60 students was founded four years ago by Prof. Sue Seid-Martin, its current director, and it sings each Sunday at 10:45 a.m. Mass and 7:15 p.m. Vespers in Sacred Heart Church on the campus.

All of the sacred music in the album has been written by David Clark Isele, assistant professor of music at Notre Dame. Both Seid-Martin and Isele are alumni of the Eastman School of Music at the University of Rochester.

The Notre Dame Mass was premiered by the Chapel choir in 1974 and has been published by O.L.A. The musical setting for Vespers was composed by Isele in 1975. Both works call for the leadership of a choir with maximum participation of the congregation.

The Notre Dame eucharistic and evening liturgies will be sung by the Choir on its first tour, which will visit Cincinnati, Washington, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh between March 11-20.

"Song of Sunday" is available at 45 from the Notre Dame Hammes Bookstore or through the University's Department of Music in Crowley. Mail orders are $1 more for postage and handling.

The Student Union Social Commission invites you to see...

Award Winning Broadway Play
At the Schubert Theater in Chicago
Friday February 25th
Buses leave the Main Circle at 8:00 pm.
Price: $19.00 per person
Tickets go on sale Thursday February 10th.
Student Union Ticket Office, 12-4 daily
Quality seating and round trip bus transportation limited ticket supply but more buses will be added.
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All of the sacred music in the album has been written by David Clark Isele, assistant professor of music at Notre Dame. Both Seid-Martin and Isele are alumni of the Eastman School of Music at the University of Rochester.
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Father Bruce doesn't let his idealism go to waste—nor his love of God remain abstract. He's a doer—not just a dreamer. A man on the move—from his Paulist parish in downtown Manhattan over to The Julliard School of Music to talk to the students, across to Roosevelt Hospital to console the sick, down to the Tombs to visit the imprisoned. You'll see him running with his guitar to meet his youth group, economic class, or living environment.

Father Bruce joined the Paulists because he saw in them a unique chance to use all his talents in a free and creative way. But he did not want to work alone. He wanted a community; a fellowship of Catholic priests all committed to speaking the Gospel message in the many different idioms and in the many different ways it takes to transform our society.

To obtain the prints of Father Bruce's paintings, write the Paulist Fathers, 415 West 59th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.
WASHINGTON AP - It's been cold, very cold, in the capitals of the world this winter. And in Ohio, organized crime and of selling Hustler and sentencing to 7 to 25 years in jail. He was denied bail by the trial judge yesterday whether Hustler appeals court.

was being provision that, if he is freed on bail pending appeal.

County during the appeals process.

should be allowed to be out on bail with liberal quantities of vodka, celebrating the cold as a matter of national pride.

Convicted Hustler publisher Larry Flynt may be released pending new trial

CINCINNATI AP - A three-judge state appeals court was deciding yesterday whether Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt

convicted on obscenity and organized crime charges for distributing his magazine should be released on bail pending appeal.

Fay's lawyers told the appellate judges at a hearing yesterday that he had agreed to follow the prosecution's request, if he is freed on bond, he would block distribution of the magazine in New Jersey and nearby Hamilton County during the appeals process. Fay and his magazine were convicted Tuesday of engaging in organized crime and of selling material that is obscene.

The judge on the 1st District Ohio Court of Appeals had expressed concern that Hustler Magazine Inc. might resume distribution in the area if Fay were released.

Following Tuesday's verdict Fay's wife, Althea Leasure had said that she was "satisfied that 'We'll just sell more copies now.'"

Fay, 34, was being held in the Hamilton County jail and did not appear at the hearing at appeals court.

"Punished unjustly"

Attorney Harold Faibngir said at the appellate hearing that Fay was being punished unjustly.

"Until we've agreed on this subject in a higher court the man should not be allowed to be out on bail," Faibngir said.

His attorneys argued that Fay would not flee the area if he were released on bond because he is tied to the Columbus community by his business and family.

Fay's wife, his brother Jimmy B., and magazine Vice President Van Schak were acquitted by the jury of seven men and five women after four days of deliberations.

A 1974 Ohio statute defines

organized crime as any syndicate or group of five or more individuals -

counting a corporation as an individual -

collaborating to engage in an

offense for profit.

Fay's defense claims the conviction was invalid because only two of the five were found guilty of the charge.

Defense counsel Charles Kaps said the statute is "rather a unique law in its context!" and no precedent for appeal had been set in state courts.

"We've been getting a lot of telephone calls from around the country throughout the trial," Hamilton County Prosecutor Simon Lelis said. "They've been looking at this case with great interest."

"I think we've set a trend among county prosecutors to take the initiative in this area," he said.

Lelis, even before the verdict was announced Tuesday, revealed that in the past there had been difficulties with Fay's legal efforts to block distribution of Hustler.

and in Moscow.

Many residents of both cities have the peculiar habit of sweeping snow from sidewalks with brooms. Soviet women who do not own snow-clearing choices use twig brooms. Some Washingtonians use kitchen brooms because they don't own a snow shovel.

"On the street; everyone in Moscow wears a hat, fur-lined or a hood, and several layers of clothing, including a heavy coat."

In Washington, young women trade warmth for fashion, wearing flimsy leather boots that slip and the policy of the previous administration was not generally worn and the sight of shivering men, either coatless or wearing thin overcoats is not uncommon.

Residents of the Moscow do not experience the terrific winter.

WASHINGTON AP - It's been snowing in Washington the past 11 days and offices were closed, traffic was immobilized... the city was paralyzed.

Unless a snowstorm drops more than a foot of snow, it's business as usual in Moscow. When the first flurries fell downtown on Sept. 24, fleets of huge snowplows fanned in action and have been going strong ever since, keeping the streets relatively free of ice and snow.

Because private cars are still relatively rare in the Soviet capital, Moscow does not experience the colder weather. Moscow is being barraged by snow.

Moscow does not experience the colder weather. Moscow is being barraged by snow.

<br>

**Full Article Continues Below**
Large piles of snow that have accumulated in the Notre Dame parking lots are now presentencing the drivers with parking hazards according to some students and faculty. A major complaint is that the snow piles, some nearly six feet in height, are reducing visibility and making maneuvering in the lots hazardous. According to Adam Mcintosh, staff employee at Notre Dame, "The only hazard the snow presents is that we’re running out of space, and as a result people are having trouble backing out." Mcintosh added that he observed the snow incident as an accident that occurred because of this problem Tuesday morning.

Although visibility is good at the entrances and exits of the lots, the large mounds of snow that have built up between the rows greatly decrease visibility and make turning in the lots hazardous. According to Edwin Merrigan, director of parking at Notre Dame, explained that the ground crew is presently doing everything possible, pointing out various cases but indicates that the lot it’s very difficult to do anything." Lyon was quick to add that the maintenance crews would willingly cooperate with the students if concerns on their part are great enough to organize a temporary removal of some piles in order to permit plowing. Lyon also mentioned the fact that already this winter an extra $4000 have been spent towards the removal of snow from the lots.

Although Lyon assured the cooperation of the maintenance crew, Don Swain, foreman on the grounds, said that he didn’t consider the situation in the parking lots dangerous. "I really don’t think there’s a problem with the snow," remarked Swain. "The problem is that the students all try to park as close to the gate as they possibly can, and I’m sure you’ll find 100 spaces that are completely clear of snow and aren’t even being used."
Duck passes Irish rout, 91-73

Smith: builder of ND hockey

The Fighting Irish of Notre Dame, playing under an enthu­siastic crowd without last season's soundly defeated the Crusaders from Holy Cross 91-73.

Notre Dame out fired up as Dave Batton hit a one point jump that was the first field goal of the game and the Irish never looked back. “We got into the ball game really well tonight from the beginning, we had to win if we were to defeat Holy Cross,” stated Irish Coach Digger Phelps.

“They are a fine half-court club, but we played exceptionally well tonight.”

The Irish never trailed in the contest. With just over five minutes remaining in the first half the Crusaders trailed by only three points, 29-26, but a three-point play by Irish Beanling in the last five seconds surge which gave them a comfort­able 42-30 halftime margin.

One of the decisive factors in the Irish victory was their fine board play. Led by Dave Batton’s team and game-leading 11 rebounds. Notre Dame was able to control Holy Cross by a 50 to 28 margin.

“I don’t think that we played scared. They beat us up. I don’t mean that as a criticism but as a compliment,” stated Crusader Coach George Blaney. “They are very aggressive and strong up front.”

In the second half the story wasn’t any different as Notre Dame continued to dominate Holy Cross in all aspects of the game. By midway through the second period Notre Dame had established an 18-point lead. But the Crusaders rallied behind Pete Beckenbach and cut the lead down to 11 points, 65-56 with seven minutes remaining.

“They got a big break there. We did make some careless turnovers and they never gave up,” said Phelps.

They would come no closer, however, as their rally was thwarts­ted by a technical foul on Holy Cross Coach Blaney. Notre Dame went on to make 11 of the 13 points building a 23-point lead at 85-62.

Don Williams scored 16 of his game, season and career high 26 points scoring the second half hitting on nine of seven from the floor. “We needed to do well in the first half, but I kept my confidence and the shoes started to drop after inter­mission,” Williams stated.

Williams was equally devastat­ed on defense as he held Holy Cross freshman Ronnie Perry to just 11 points, his lowest season total. “I have great respect for Perry, but I had a bright advantage and the crowd went to our defense and concentration.” Williams empha­sized the importance of a 11 point lead. While Perry was turning in his best performance of the season, Notre Dame’s own freshman guard, Rich Hannay may have played his best game. Not only did Hannay score 13 points but he also added nine crucial assists, which constitute a career high for him and a season high for Notre Dame.

The only bright spot for the Crusaders was the play of junior Chris Brown. “We are more aggressive and strong up front.”

The Irish shot almost 50 percent from the field, many of them from long range. “Dave Batton showed his ability and by utilization of his size he was able to shoot over them 2-3 point very effectively,” Phelps noted.

“Physical aspect was the turning point of the game. It caused you to miss layups,” lamented Blaney. “Notre Dame is the best team that we played so far. They are playing fine basketball.”

The Irish shot almost 50 percent as a team against the Crusaders as they extended their streak to six games. Phelps’ emphasized the importance of a team effort. “When we get good balanced scoring, like tonight, it makes it difficult for anyone to defend us.”

LeRoy Smith, ranked by co-captains Brain Walsh [r] and Jack Branchmech [l], is the only hockey coach Notre Dame has ever had.

Grappers take third spot

The Notre Dame wrestling team was ranked in its finest tournament performance of the year over the weekend, finishing third in the National Catholic Championships held at King’s College in Wilkes-Barre, Pa. John Carroll captured the event for the second consecu­tive year, totaling 90 points while Irish total of 81-1/2 was deemed second. Notre Dame closed with 80 points.

Notre Dame coach Ray Sepeta was accorded the honor of National Catholic Coach of the Week for the second straight season and the second time in nine years. Pat McKeen, wrestling head coach, was named to the title by stepping Nick Cicopello of John Carroll 4-3 in overtime.

Moreover, top technical falls in last year’s 142 title match as well. John Carroll 4-3 in overtime.

A man like Lefty Smith.
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Duck Williams scored a career-high 26 points to lead Notre Dame in last night’s Irish win over Holy Cross. (photo by Kevin Walsh)

The Irish had four other wrestlers finish 12 points, 4 in the NCAA playoffs, and finished with a 23-4 record.
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